ENER-Vative ENGINEERING
DMAX PERFORMANCE CATALOG
THE ORIGINAL- LLY INDUCTION OVERHAUL KIT-IOH

The biggest performance flaw with the 04-05 LLY Duramax is the undersized, restricted
induction plumbing, specifically the constricted compressor mouthpiece. It indirectly
creates an oversupply of discharged compressor heat. Identified in 2007, this flaw is the
primary hardware antogonizer of LLY load induced overheating. It is also the flaw
responsible for known turbo longevity reduction, and head gasket failure, as described in
the following research articles:

STOCK RESTRICTION (LEFT), NEW DESIGN (RIGHT)
INTRO TO THERMAL FEEDBACK:
http://members.cox.net/td-eoc/THERMAL%20FEEDBACK-SIMPLE.pdf
http://members.cox.net/td-eoc/LLY%20Induction%20Overheating.pdf
THERMAL FEEDBACK PRIMER:
http://members.cox.net/td-eoc/INDUCTION-THERMAL%20FEEDBACK%20PRIMER.pdf

THERMAL FEEDBACK LOOPS-FULL ARTICLE:
http://members.cox.net/td-eoc/THERMAL%20FEEDBACK%20LOOPS%20IN%20TURBOCHARGER%20APPLICATIONS.pdf

THIS 6-PIECE INDUCTION OVERHAUL KIT replaces the stock induction tract with a
NEW, no-compromise 60% larger, Garrett-approved mouthpiece, machined for the LLY.

IMPORTANT: ALL parts material rated to 300F. Constructed of high temperature
polyurethane and fiber reinforced Zytel Nylon 6,6,: the toughest, most heat resistant
known automotive materials. NO RUBBER IS USED! Uses Stainless Steel hardware.
Factory Warranty Compliant: Retains factory components, the only IOH option
GUARANTEED to not void your warranty, these kits have been purchased by GM
dealerships for:
-

Immediate performance increase.
Reduction of LLY high-load overheating, and increased turbo longevity (lower rpm)
1.5-2.6 mpg towing economy increase (with True CAI)
4-6 psi higher boost number capability,
5-7% average compression efficiency increase,
Increased air flow, 10%... decreased spool up time means increased low rpm torque.
150-250 F reduction to peak EGT
Installs in 20 minutes with 2 tools, clean factory appearance.

NO MAF re-scaling or tuning, will not interfere with the hood or dip stick location.
Includes fully illustrated color install guide, including extra section on benefits and
optional tuning suggestions. There is a refundable core charge for the stock parts. The
IOH kit is for use with the stock intake or the True Cold Air Intake recommended below.
The IOH kit is NOT for use with aftermarket intake tubes. Use the “A-IOH Kit” or
“Machined LLY Mouthpiece” below. If you have the stock intake, or the True CAI, the
IOH kit is for you. This represents the best flowing system available…anywhere….$325
AFTERMARKET INTAKE IOH: The alternative “A-IOH Kit” is a cheaper option
that is compatible with all aftermarket intake tubes. For the best fit, you will be required
to cut or modify your own existing intake tube, this kit also deletes the “6.6 turbo-diesel”
resonator, with user option to delete PCV. Includes Lifetime Warranty on parts….. $275

Optional High Flow Treatment: By request, please specify it separately. For those
towing with increased boost, or tuning over 400 HP, using a larger turbo, or to get the
best available mpg benefit. Mold tooling leaves areas that can be significantly improved
manually. This internal hand machine treatment throughout the entire tract is available
for a $75 fee. This custom procedure removes the last possible 15% of restriction in the
hard-to-reach places, creates a surface that has less boundary friction………………. $75

HAND MACHINED LLY MOUTHPIECE
A
very
affordable
alternative
to
the
induction overhaul kits
above, compatible with
all intakes. A hand
machined version of the
stock mouthpiece that
has much better flow
characteristics,
and
steeply reduced flow
restriction, similar to
the
improvements
above. There is a $50
core charge, refunded
when your existing
mouthpiece is sent
back…………...………………………………………………………..……………..$125

IOH PRICING SUMMARY
IOH.…..……INDUCTION OVERHAUL KIT ($125 core charge not included)--$325
A-IOH….………..AFTERMARKET IOH KIT ($75 core charge not included)--$250
NEW: NOW FOR ALL 04.5-05 TOPKICK, KODIAK USERS
K-IOH……………………………TOPKICK/KODIAK KIT ($75 core charge) --$225
HIGH FLOW INTERNAL MACHINING, optional, all kits --$75
LLY-MP………HAND MACHINED LLY MOUTHPIECE ($50 core charge)-- $125
STILL HAVE QUESTIONS? INDUCTION OVERHAUL FAQ’s:
http://members.cox.net/beekiller/GMC%20Light%20Duty/INDUCTION%20OVERHAUL%20FAQ.pdf

* LIFETIME WARRANTY: All parts guaranteed for life of vehicle, against defect,
including heat damage. All IOH kits come with 30 day, no risk, no questions, full refund
warranty, excluding shipping.

TRUE COLD AIR INTAKE-TCAI (01-05)

TIME PROVEN to be one of the best intake alternatives available. If you are going to
work this vehicle, acknowledge 2 facts: 1. The stock intake is terrible at IAT control, and
2. Most aftermarket solutions are no better.
All internal combustion motors rely on a cool
dense air charge for effective combustion with
fuel. What happens if this air is pre-heated to 240
F before it even gets to the turbo? That is what
the 01-05 stock duramax air intake does, when
the viscous fan engages, under heavy load, in hot
weather. The fan forces preheated air, from under

hood, to the intake, then to the turbo for
compression, where it is heated yet
further to incredible temperatures, often
exceeding 500 F. The result is an
overheated, less dense air charge that
must then be cooled by the intercooler
which has limited thermal heat shedding
capacity. In a heavy towing application,
this is responsible for a severe 70-90 HP
drop in power, when combined with the
parasitic HP loss of the fan. Result: the
vehicle slows on the grade, appearing to lose its power advantage, and economy reduces.
This slowing just worsens the ever eroding cooling scenario.

Want a “cold air” intake that actually does what it’s name suggests? I hand build these
using an existing oem design and then modifying it for even more isolation and flow
capacity. Why should you use this seemingly boring intake? Find those answers in:
INTAKE ANALYSIS: http://members.cox.net/td-eoc/INTAKES.pdf
Another place to observe this
is when coming to a stop on a
hot day. Within seconds,
under hood temps can rise 80
degrees, shown in the test
results here. This chart is
what you will never see with
other
“cold
air”
manufacturers. I have tested
most of them, and they can’t

TCAI, vs. the STOCK INTAKE.
100 F OAT, stop-go test.
do this. Most mimic stock performance. The red plot is the stock intake on a 100 degree
day in stop-go traffic. The BLUE curve is the new TCAI running the same exact course
on the same day.
The temperature of the intake air charge is nicely dampened and lowered. RESULT:
More efficient turbo-charger and cooler compression. Air (oxygen) density to the
cylinder is increased dramatically. It also means lower exhaust gas temperature,
important to piston longevity. Highly recommended to anyone desiring less fan
occurrence, overheat protection or just more power for those sustained high loads.
Advantages:
-Greatly improved cooling system, reduces ECT, reduces occurrence of overheating.
-Reduces thermally over-advanced ignition, lowers cylinder pressure, piston longevity.
-HP improvement at maximum loads, higher speeds can be maintained on grades.
-Towing mpg increases of 2-3 mpg when combined with the Induction Overhaul Kit.
-Reduces turbo heat and wear, longer bearing life.
-Eliminates heat-slugging (reduced power pulling away from a stop)
- Completely stealth stock appearance. Will not void warranty or create MAF codes.
-Utilizes the Stock 1618C Delco Element, PROVEN to be the most effective filtration.
-Finished project. NEW air box with an install time of 10 minutes.
NEW HARDWARE KIT OPTION: Build your own identical TCAI with this DIY
hardware kit containing everything you need accept the air box. Includes fiber-reinforced
dam and baffle, stainless hardware, spring door, and a color instruction manual that walks
you through the whole project, including how to purchase a used air box for $30 and how
to improve flow performance. . Note: The factory air box top is re-used, the remainder
is discarded. This is not a kit that modifies the stock factory box.
NEW TCAI …..……………………….…………..………………….………….. $350
DIY TCAI BUILD KIT (box not included)…………....………….…………….$150

NOSE SHROUDS/STACK SEAL KIT (02-08)
The cooling system begins with vehicle
aerodynamics. Cooling air must be under sufficient
static pressure in order to be pushed/pulled through
the various heat exchangers in the nose stack. Also,
once through the stack, the now-heated air must not
be permitted to circulate back to the front.
There is too much “stacked” resistance preventing
adequate flow of cooling air, on a nose that is too
aerodynamic: too much air going around the front
end, not enough through it. At 60 mph, the stack air
velocity is less than 12 mph. We have developed
vehicle specific kits that shroud for additional air
movement, and seal to prevent the performance
damaging recirculation of heated air. As a result,
there is a large increase in mass air flow, and
reduction in ambient temperature rise through the stack. By helping to keep the thermoviscous fan off, more HP is available to the wheels. The Nose Shroud Kit contains:
-Three piece industrial quality shrouding kit- cut for each specific make/model year,
made from ¼” industrial nylon reinforced rubber.
-Sized Closed-Cell Foam Neoprene sponge and 500 F Silicone (in the hotter sections)
-Reduction in high speed fan activity (and most stop light fan activity) when unloaded-up
to 100 F OAT. Reduced fan operation at other times.
-Improved air conditioner performance.
-Increased Intercooler effectiveness.
-Lower summer towing EGT’s, 50 degrees on average.
-Lowered transmission temperatures, 5-10 degrees on average.
-Higher heat rejection capacity at idle or low speed operation.
-Cooler Engine Compartment.
-Added radiator cooling capacity.
-Transmission cooler shroud option available (OEM cooler).
-Installs in 30-45 minutes, complete instructions with installation photos
More information here:
http://members.cox.net/beekiller/GMC%20Light%20Duty/White%20Paper%20on%20L
LY%20overheating%20issues%20related%20to%20airflow%20deficiencies.doc
NOSE SHROUD/SEAL KIT …………………….………………………………… $350

STINGER FENDER SCOOP (ALL)

Sporty appearance for a
unique
look,
though
appearance is secondary to
its true function: to assure
the lowest temperature,
highest density air charge
possible,
for
turbo
compression.
While a good CAI will
keep fan assaulted IATs
down to around 140, from
a high of 240,
140
represents
partial
effectiveness when ambient temperatures are 90 degrees. The only way to defeat the
balance of this heat up is by use of a device to supply a small pressurized source of cool
ambient air. Otherwise, the fan will partially invade the fender with its own, pre-heated
air product originating from the radiator cooling stack.
Under high load conditions, the CAI requires up to 900 cfm of air, and a negative
pressure zone is created locally at the intake ports. If the fan comes on, with its higher
pressure ability, the heated fan air will migrate into the intake, as the air will always go
from high pressure to low. This increases IAT and kills performance. Once the fender is
pressurized with ambient, this phenomenon is reduced. The large size accommodates the
shear air volume requirements of the formidable Duramax power plant.
This is an optional add-on to the true CAI, but the benefits double the effectiveness of the
fender sourced concept. The installation is very simple, the simple removal of a rectangle
on the fender, which can be done with a common drill.
Advantages:
-reduced fan occurrence and improved cooling system performance
-Large HP improvement at maximum loads
-Reduces ECT, reduces occurrence of overheating.
-Higher Speeds can be maintained on grades- for better cooling.
-Reduces turbo heat and wear, longer bearing and blade life.
-Eliminates heat-slugging (where pulling away from a stop becomes very difficult)
-Unique sport appearance, low cost
$25 for black or white, $50 with factory matched color paint, if available.

TURBOCHARGER BOOST TUBE KIT, (04.5-09)

Boots popping off? The stock LLY-LBZ-LMM boost tubes are undersized from prior
models, from 3” to 2.5”. The restriction in these tubes forces the turbo compressor to
work extra hard to deliver the air pressure and volume demanded by the ECM. Higher
turbine vane loads and lower max boost is the result. These effects dramatically increase
above 40 lb/min mass air flow. The 50% increase in flow area reduces velocity and
hence resistance, permitting the turbo to work less with greater longevity and reduces the
amount of heat produced by the compressor. Includes mandrel bent, coated 3” or 3.5”
Stainless Steel hot-side tube, 550 F 4-ply silicone coupling and required Stainless T-bolt
clamps. An essential change for large or twin turbos, and anyone wanting more
efficiency from the stock turbo. Reduced expansion/contraction and molded bead
reduces intercooler boot pop-off occurrence. 3” for stock turbos, 3.5” for large singles
and twin turbo configurations. Available also with boost sensor bung.
…………………………………………………..…...…..3” BOOST TUBE KIT $275
(Expected 9/09)..………………..…………………….3.5” BOOST TUBE KIT $350

TD-EOC, TURBO DIESEL ENGINE OIL COOLER KIT

Among the worst failures for the design of the turbocharged diesel, is its inability to shed
the heat developed in combustion, during maximum duty cycle. Coolant must handle

various thermal loads. The second largest of these is motor oil, carrying 40% of the total
heat load. Oil is as much a coolant, as it is a lubricant in the TD. The most evident
indicator of this is oil temperature, documented as high as 360 F internally, overheating
on virtually every towing session.
Oil Cooling- http://members.cox.net/td-eoc/OIL%20COOLING.pdf
In the motor, most of this heat is offloaded to the coolant. This leads to heavy thermal
loads on the coolant, which worsens ECT rise. Oil cannot stay cool with rising coolant
temps, so both raise together, oil leading by more than 100 degrees, dragging coolant up
with it. Viscosity is reduced, dynamic lubrication quality begins to approach that of

water, and lower oil pressure results, as low as 18 psi at 2000 rpm. The average off-theshelf aux oil cooler is severely under the heat rejection numbers required to control this
temperature rise.

TD-EOC Shown with optional Air Dam
The EOC represents a custom application
effort, specific to all the needs of the high
performance, high flow turbo-diesel. The flow
and heat rejection rate for this custom cooler is
equivalent to 3-4 typical off-the-shelf oil
coolers , but with only 25% of the oil side resistance of such a configuration. This is due
to the fact that our slower
speeds, underutilize the
common “racing” coolers
with tight fin structures.
Additionally,
these
alternative coolers are not
designed for the higher TD
oil flow rates, consequently
lowering oil flow rate
through
the
cooler,
potentially unhealthy for
the engine.
The 3” deep Engine Oil
Cooler has been ground-up
designed for total oil
temperature control and
cooling system expansion.
It has been optimized for
high oil flow.

The EOC is a complete kit containing:
-High capacity Motor Oil Cooler, custom built for this application, thermostatically
controlled oil cooling.
-An available aviation grade, 200 F thermostat.
-Custom Lubrication System interface adapter.
-Available Aeroquip Stainless Steel Teflon -12 lines with all hose ends, rated to 500 F
and lifetime guarantee against leakage.
-All inclusive hardware and vibration isolating mount hardware.
-Complete Photo Gallery Instructions/tips.
-100% guarantee to perform as stated-return within 30 days for full refund, excluding
shipping.
Advantages:
-Lower oil temperatures, as much as 90 degrees lower for piston longevity.
-Reduction of fan occurrence-increased mpg*.
-Increases duty cycle of vehicles, allows heavier workloads.
-Overheat Protection guarantee*, 121,000 BTU/hr cooling system expansion
-20 degree transmission temp reduction, same as aftermarket TOC’s (with dam option)
-Improved air conditioning performance
-On road leak security: vehicle can be removed to stock condition easily with one tool.
-Superior Lubrication at design oil temperatures, longer component life.
-Reduced oil consumption and evaporation thickening.
-Improved oil pressure with high loads, reduces pump cavitation.
-No moving parts, fans or relays-maintenance free. Engineered simple, and reliable.
-Low cost "per BTU" option for added cooling, less than 1 cent per BTU.
-More additive protection with 25% System Capacity Expansion, 3 quarts. Compare to
typical coolers with less than 0.5 quart capacity
-Thermostatic regulation of oil temperature-will not run cold or overcool the motor.
-Payback feature. Permits extended oil change intervals, 10,000 more miles per oil
change. Permits use of less expensive non-synthetic oils.
-Uses stock filtration location-warranty friendly
-Eliminates shutdown time delay(turbo coking) after heavy work.
-Fumoto drain plug- optional
-Protected location-between frame rail components
-No special tools required.
TD-EOC available for $699, Complete Kit price is $849, with pricing details here.
http://members.cox.net/td-eoc/TD-EOC%20Pricing.pdf
User support information available at
http://autos.groups.yahoo.com/group/DuramaxDieselPerformance/ or
http://members.cox.net/beekiller/GMC Light Duty/White Paper on LLY overheating
issues related to airflow deficiencies.doc

EFILive SALES and TUNING (01-09)
EFILive SALES: Don’t like to
tinker? See the custom tuning
description below.
Otherwise,
learn to do it yourself with the
most powerful tuning/scanning tool
in the world. As an authorized
EFILive dealer, I offer the
complete EFILive Scan, Log and
Tuning Suite to new customers,
includes free support forum.
EFILive V1 (01-05)………..$549
EFILive V2 (01-09)………..$799

V1 can be used on all vehicles through 05. V2 is required for 06 and on, and compatible
with earlier vehicles.
DSP5 switch……$45, includes installation instructions
Throttle Springs…$15, reengineered throttle feedback, FREE with EFILive purchase or
order here:
http://members.cox.net/beekiller/Sales/spring%20link.htm
COMING SOON: METAL KEYLOCK DSP SWITCH. Security theft or valet
protection , you can lock your desired program setting. 2 circuit switch that will allow
you to arm your nitrous or WI system, allowing it to operate only when a specific tune is
selected on the switch. DSP2 has momentary “prime” position also. Or you could
disable your fuel pump for security protection, DSP2 or DSP5………………..…….$69

Signature CUSTOM TUNING SERVICE
“we do all the work”
Not ready to commit to the learning demands of EFILive? Or you just want to be treated
to the best available Duramax tuning? Signature custom tuning is your best option.
Companies that promote black-box-like downloadable tunes are very popular. I have
examined the code in each of them. Of the nearly 200 multi-dimensional histograms that
control the operation of the vehicle, the “box” tuner typically only modifies 4 or 5 of
them, modifying only those areas that augment power. Since these transfer programs are
just modifying crude stock code, this ultimately provides a harsh and unbalanced power
experience characterized by a jerky, unrefined combination. Bumps in the road become
an operator feedback irritation, and throttle control issue. Plus sections of the PCM that
report economy are no longer correct, leaving
the operator to believe he is getting a miracle
mileage tune: false “reports” of 28 mpg are
common. Well, after 4 years of study, I
became frustrated at the options available,
determined to provide an alternative.
With a custom tune from a COMPETENT
tuner, you will realize just how pleasurable
driving this truck can be. Experience a
completely remapped PCM, a tune built
from the ground up in a 2-year effort. The
performance “feel” of the vehicle has been
reformed.
I offer an evolved custom program, built around your specific requirements, that begins
with a highly refined, proprietary fuel pressure algorithm, with the remainder of the PCM
code built around it with over 130 of the histograms and settings rewritten. You get the
highest practical economy advantage also, in concert with lowest noise, and smooth ride:
After driving an unrefined ride for so long, you will have to experience it to appreciate it.
The base platform comes in 10 performance and “tow-safe” levels, and a 5-level switch
option for instant access to all of them. In addition, and without equal, I have
incorporated no-cost optional features such as “software waste gate” programming, as
well as free exhaust brake, valet option, theft limp, and a few other niceties.
UNPRECEDENTED VALUE and NO RISK: On effort alone, this programming is
without equal. I guarantee it with a 100% REFUND OFFER. You have 30 days to
evaluate it. If you are not satisfied with the result, you will be fully refunded. Complete
Custom Tuning Details and Options Here.
http://members.cox.net/td-eoc/CUSTOM%20TUNING%20OPTIONS.doc
CUSTOM TUNING…………………………………………………………...…….$495.

POWERED COMMERCIAL BENCH TUNING CONSOLE
AC powered bench tuning; program multiple ECM’s with known tunes. Compatible
with all software (Wester’s, EFILive, HP tuners, etc) that uses OBD interfacing.
Professionally built to a high standard, fused for safety, modular construction means you
can tune ANY ecm/pcm with the same console. Also, you never need a battery.
Includes plug-in regulated power supply. Separately lighted ignition and battery rocker
switches. Modular consruction.

(EFILive not included)
Price includes a complete OBD interface box, complete with power supply. Initial
purchase includes option to purchase ECM/TCM cables at a 25% discount, or they can be
purchased later as your business grows. If you don’t see yours on the list, it may be
available by request.
POWERED OBD TUNING CONSOLE ……………………………....….…….$395
ECM/TCM CABLES WITH CONSOLE PURCHASE (Normally $125)…..…$99 ea
DURAMAX ECM CABLES $125 ea
LLY, LBZ, LMM, LB7

LLY

LBZ/LMM

LB7

01-05 TCM

ECM’s for sale also, singles as low as $125, quantities as low
as $90ea, mix/match, Email your specific request to
beekiller@cox.net

I-FOG

(04.5-09)

http://members.cox.net/beekiller/GMC%20Light%20Duty/Chemical%20Cooling-Water.pdf
Patent-Pending, 8-nozzle, single feed, hardened alloy fog cuff for LLY, LBZ, and LMM.
Add-on to existing water/methanol system, uses 1/8 npt. Gas cooling concept promises
to deliver a 65 HP grade benefit, and fan eliminating heat reduction using only
water…110 HP anticipated performance benefit with methanol mixture. Also shown
200-350 F EGT reduction, 3-5 psi boost improvement, 5-10% air flow increase, and up to
200,000 BTU/hr induction cooling.
CNC Milled from 5” diameter stock, fits LLY vehicles WITH the Induction Overhaul
Kit (page 1), plus LBZ and LMM models. Requires 100 psi, but works best with up to
1000 psi. Testing done at 200 psi. Will be available anodized in different colors. Price
includes 8 fog nozzles with various flow rates available. Calculate flow rate and benefits
here.
http://members.cox.net/beekiller/GMC%20Light%20Duty/Turbo%20Calc%20spreadsheet.xls
TABLE 1 I-FOG Nozzle Flow Rates, GPH (water)
highlighted are recommended pressure
combinations.
Pressure (psi)
100 200 1000 cone angle
0.008/0.2mm
0.38 0.52 1.21
45-60 deg
0.012/0.3mm/M1
0.55 0.77 1.74
65-75 deg
0.016/0.4mm/M2
0.82 1.19 2.39
80 deg
0.020/0.5mm/M3
1.11 1.49
3.3
80 deg

Several 1/16” taps for nitrous oxide, propane, etc. Replacement nozzles, $5 ea.

I-FOG INTRODUCTORY PRICING…………………..….…….$295
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*NO Electrical Fans required **requires CAI
*** The greatest benefit comes from modifications that require less fan-the fan normally
consumes 15-25 HP. ^^ $150, or $75 with discounted EFILive purchase,
Question? Email beekiller@cox.net or call Michael, 480 759-7999. All orders are
invoiced with paypal, CC, or check, via email.
FOR FASTEST DELIVERY, PLEASE EMAIL YOUR ORDER REQUEST TO:

BEEKILLER@COX.NET

